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Chapter 1 : BALONEY - Definition and synonyms of baloney in the English dictionary
Bear Market Baloney [Wade B. Cook] on blog.quintoapp.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A guide to investing
in the stock market claims that, despite what some may say, a bear market is not just around the corner.

You Be The Banker by Mark Skousen If credit risk bothers you less than interest rate risk, consider owning a
prime rate fund. Two rules of thumb on buying closed-end funds, elucidated elsewhere in this survey, have to
do with the cost of ownership. One is that you should almost never pay a premium over net asset value to get a
closed-end. The other is that you should be wary of a fund that has a higher than normal expense ratio. The
story on page sets out the reasoning for these rules. These are portfolios of bank loans, held by closed-end
funds. First, why diversify into this class of funds? Since bonds have been on a tear. Yields on year Treasurys
have slid to a measly 5. How, then, to get a decent yield without taking on long-term interest rate risk? Prime
rate funds invest in variable-rate senior loans to corporations at interest rates tied to the so-called prime rate.
That is several percentage points higher than the yield on Treasurys, mortgage paper or money market
instruments like certificates of deposit. Even after charging stiff fees of 1. Although the net asset value of the
funds is not completely unchanging, like that of money market funds, the fluctuations to date have been
minuscule. Your fund, to a degree, is acting more like a bank than a bond fund. What happens when interest
rates shoot up and bond prices fall? Conventional bond funds get hammered, but the prime rate funds, whose
interest income floats up with the prime rate, have been remarkably stable. In , when investors suffered terrible
capital losses on longterm bonds, Pilgrim America Prime Rate Trust enjoyed a stable net asset value and
delivered more than 7. For one, declining interest income if the prime rate declines. The senior loans are
collateralized and go to respectable borrowers, but there are no government guarantees. Two funds trade
publicly, but the rest are redeemable only quarterly. You buy at net asset value. A brand-new sister fund, Van
Kampen Senior Income Fund, will use leverage and deliver a slightly better yield. Senior Income trades
publicly as a closed-end and is currently at a slight premium. Pilgrim can play tough. In shareholders were
dismayed by a rights issue that forced them to either add to their holdings or risk dilution. Emerging Markets
Floating Rate Fund is for the brave. This one invests in floating-rate loans to governments in Latin America,
eastern Europe, Asia and Africa.
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Chapter 2 : Bear Market Baloney by Wade B. Cook
During the last Bear Market, Cook's excellent Bear Market Baloney along with 2 Down Years and Up We Go did more
than anything to help me protect the gains I made from using the techniques in Wall Street Money Machine and Stock
Market Miracles from

The media are congratulating him for his putative "courage. This is all baloney. In a former life I was a trustee
of the Social Security trust fund. So let me set the record straight. Until last year Social Security took in more
payroll taxes than it paid out in benefits. It lent the surpluses to the rest of the government. Now that Social
Security has started to pay out more than it takes in, Social Security can simply collect what the rest of the
government owes it. This will keep it fully solvent for the next 26 years. But why should there even be a
problem 26 years from now? It fairly accurately predicted how quickly the boomers would age. It had a pretty
good idea of how fast the US economy would grow. To the contrary, most new immigrants are young and
their payroll-tax contributions will far exceed what they draw from Social Security for decades. Remember,
the Social Security payroll tax applies only to earnings up to a certain ceiling. The ceiling rises every year
according to a formula roughly matching inflation. Back in , the ceiling was set so the Social Security payroll
tax would hit 90 percent of all wages covered by Social Security. The Commission assumed that, as the ceiling
rose with inflation, the Social Security payroll tax would continue to hit 90 percent of total income. Today,
though, the Social Security payroll tax hits only about 84 percent of total income. It went from 90 percent to
84 percent because a larger and larger portion of total income has gone to the top. In , the richest 1 percent of
Americans got Today the top 1 percent takes in more than 20 percent. The logical response to the increasing
concentration of income at the top is simply to raise the ceiling. Robert Reich is the author of Aftershock: This
post originally appeared at RobertReich.
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Chapter 3 : Baloney Meter: Did Liberals create 60 per cent more full-time jobs than Tories?
Bear Market Baloney has 2 ratings and 0 reviews. Saturated with useful information to get and keep you going, this book
will help you see the market in i.

Background[ edit ] In the s, Cook was notorious for paid radio programs which he used to market investment
seminars. He claimed he could teach people to double their money every 2. The government forced him to
recant that claim. Cook is a proponent of rolling stocks stocks that regularly vacillate between "predictable"
highs and lows and has been very vocal about stock splits being a good way to make money, claiming that
many stocks rose post split since the end of the s bull market, Cook has not been as strong a proponent of this
concept. One of his more famous phrases was meter drop. Cook said that as a cab driver he learned that money
was made every time the meter dropped, and that it was better to take many small fares rather than one big
one. The stock now trades on the pink sheets for around "a penny a share". He has continued writing books
and launched a multi-level investment program. Wade Cook is a member of The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints and has been known to use references to religion in his writings and presentations. Two
companies he controlled, American Business Alliance and Monarch Funding Corporation, also went bankrupt
that year. The following year, the Arizona Attorney General charged him with several criminal counts,
including selling unregistered shares of a company he controlled. Robbins agreed that he had read the book
and met with Cook, but disputed the illegality of his use of the concepts. The bulletin board often
recommended the securities of obscure corporations or options in which there was a fairly small market.
Unfortunately, the increase in the value of the securities was often short-lived; since the price would be driven
back down as students began to sell their positions. If most of the activity in the recommended securities was
due to transactions by bulletin board subscribers, it is reasonable to conclude that at least some of these
investment recommendations would become self-fulfilling prophesies. On October 5, , Wade Cook Financial
Corporation agreed to a settlement with the Federal Trade Commission and 14 state Attorneys General on
charges that the corporation misrepresented earnings potential. As a result, WCFC was required to set up
redress program for consumers who purchased its products and to alter its advertised earnings claims.
Bankruptcy Judge Thomas Glover ordered the company liquidated on January 18, , for failure to provide
testimony creditors had requested. He named it after himself. His sentencing was set for June 22,
Chapter 4 : Wade Cook - Wikipedia
Bear Market Baloney by Wade B. Cook, Wade B. Cook Saturated with useful information to get and keep you going, this
book will help you see the market in its proper perspective and benefit from it. No one who is interested or involved in
the stock market and the American economy can afford to miss this book!

Chapter 5 : Bear market baloney ( edition) | Open Library
I rest my case!Bear Market Baloney is a good book and well worth the tiny investment of money and time to read it. A
book that is appropiate for the times Published by blog.quintoapp.com User, 14 years ago.

Chapter 6 : Bull Market Baloney and Bear Market Valuations | blog.quintoapp.com
Get this from a library! Bear market baloney. [Wade Cook] -- Explains how to use the ups and downs in the stock market
to your advantage and why Cook believes there will not be a bear market in the foreseeable future.

Chapter 7 : Forbes Archives - blog.quintoapp.com
Offers discount investment and stock market trading books from top selling authors John Murphy, Larry McMillan, Larry
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Williams, Oliver Velez, Steve Nison, W.D. Gann and many others.

Chapter 8 : Cook, Wade [WorldCat Identities]
Bear market baloney by, , Lighthouse Pub. Group edition, in English.

Chapter 9 : Wade B Cook: used books, rare books and new books @ blog.quintoapp.com
Find great deals on eBay for bear market. Shop with confidence.
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